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                        Highly available DDoS protection platform

                        Trusted by 50,000+ Minecraft networks since 2015. Stay online no matter what threats face you. The ideal solution for gaming networks that demand low latency and 100% uptime.
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                        About
                        Built for gaming networks that demand 100% uptime

                        Whether you face complex network layer attacks, or multi-vector layer 7 attacks involving query and handshake floods, these threats are mitigated thanks to our proprietary filtering and proxy software deployed across our edge.

                    

                

                
                    
                        	
                                
                                    
                                

                                
                                    Load Balancing

                                    Whether you have a single origin server, or hundreds in multiple datacenters, our proprietary proxying solution delivers traffic to the least-connected backend server.

                                

                            
	
                                
                                    
                                

                                
                                    Fault Tolerant

                                    If one of your backend servers crashes, it is automatically removed from the load balancer so your players can continue to enjoy your content.

                                

                            
	
                                
                                    
                                

                                
                                    Industry Leading Layer 7 Filtering

                                    Whether you are victim of a bot attacks, query floods, or fake session attacks, our advanced verification engine blocks even the most complex attack vectors.

                                

                            
	
                                
                                    
                                

                                
                                    Low Latency

                                    With connections to over 50+ internet exchange points, and peering with over 250+ networks we provide optimal routes for games that demand low latency and high reliability.

                                

                            


                    

                

            

        

    

    

        
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            why choose tcpshield
                            Unified Management

                            Trusted by some of the largest players in the space, including MrBeast and 2b2t. Manage your service with our fully self-serve panel.

                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                            

                            
                                Simple Management

                                Adding a new server is as easy as specifying a domain and backend IP address, then pointing your protected CNAME record

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                            

                            
                                Version Insights

                                View the most popular Minecraft versions your players have used over the past 7 days, and see when layer 7 attacks happen with our real-time graphs

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                
                            

                            
                                Documentation

                                Our extensive guides will help you get your server provisioned on our network stress-free. If you need to talk to a human, we're always here

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                            

                            
                                For Everyone

                                Start protecting your network at no cost and join the secure platform entrusted by over 6,500 customers protecting their communities from formidable threats!

                            

                        

                    

                

            

        
        

        
        
            
                
            

            
                
            

            
            
                
                    
                        
                            Clients
                            Trusted by the Largest

                            From a small SMP server to a 2000 player super-network, we provide the same excellent service no matter the size of your server.
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                            Sign Up Now
                            Get Protected

                            With our self-serve panel, you can get your server protected in as little as 5 minutes!
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                            Contact us
                            Get In Touch

                            Under attack? Our team can get your service provisioned in as little as 10 minutes.

                            Get in contact with us on Discord 
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                        We have been operational since 2015 and have had the pleasure of protecting some of the largest servers in the space. Get protected today!

                        	


                    

                

                
                    
                        Useful Links

                        	 Pricing
	 Twitter
	 Contact
	 Privacy
	 Terms
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                        	 Documentation
	 Support
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                        	 Sign Up
	 Login


                    

                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            © Copyright 2023 TCPShield. All rights reserved.
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